People are Talking...
Join the Conversation
WHY TALK?

- Collaboration needed to stay ahead of the curve
- Rapidly emerging technologies
- New industry players
- Changing landscape

And that’s where AEIC provides opportunity!
What is AEIC:
What is AEIC?

• The Association of Edison Illuminating Companies
• The premier operations-focused trade association
• Electric utilities, generating companies, transmitting companies and distributing companies
• Addresses operational opportunities and challenges of electric energy systems
AEIC OPERATIONS PEOPLE ARE TALKING...

**COMMITTEES:**
- Power Delivery
- Power Generation
- Electric Power Apparatus
- Customer Service
- Cable Engineering
- Load Research & Analytics
- Meter & Service

**MAJOR SUBCOMMITTEES:**
- Power Delivery Distributed Energy Resources
- Power Delivery Human Resources
- Power Delivery Project Team
- Power Delivery Storm Team
- Cost Optimization Subcommittee

**RESOURCE COUNCIL:**
- Data Analytics Council
How are they talking?

**Face to Face:**
- Committee & subcommittee meetings
- One-on-one
- Annual meeting

**Telephone:**
- Committee meetings
- Conference calls

**Online:**
- Dedicated web pages
- Member queries
- Email
- Webex

**Publications:**
- White papers
- Standards manuals
JUST WHAT ARE THEY SAYING?

“There is a circle of trust when you attend committee meetings. I learn a lot and always take several ideas back to my company.”

— Power Delivery Committee member

“The committee structure provides a forum for us to share potential safety and reliability issues as well as the effective operation of generating plants.”

— Generation Committee member
“A platform for collaborating...”

- Smart Grid
- Distributed energy resources
- Energy storage
- Customer service
- Mutual aid best practices
“And providing industry leverage...”

- Vendor feedback to improve equipment

- Standards and guidelines:
  - Cable Engineering Specifications and Guides
  - Load Research Manual
  - Interoperability Standard Guidelines for Metering
  - Data Analytics Use Cases
AND IMPROVING THE BOTTOM LINE...

Customers, regulators and investors/owners want:

- Safe, reliable power
- Low prices
- Excellent customer service

AEIC’s committee work has a direct, positive impact on all these stakeholder needs.
“AEIC’s dues are minimal...”

• AEIC Membership is based on a company's annual revenues. No member company paid more than $20,175 in 2020, and most companies paid substantially less.

• A holding company's membership qualifies all subsidiary companies for full AEIC membership status.
People are talking...

“One of my favorite aspects of AEIC membership is that I essentially have 24/7 access to a group of my peers. Members of the storm committee, for example, probably receive at least one email a week asking for feedback on a certain topic, and they get valuable insights from fellow industry experts within a matter of minutes.”

— Keith Hull, VP, Distribution, Oncor